
All roads are not created Better Traction lor Safer Driving
Safety in the automotive industry continues to draw increased attention.

During the first phase of the 90's, safety enhancements such as seat belts, air
bags and ABS focused entirely on better passenger protection. Today, with the
aid of advanced technology, the new generation of vehicles are taking safety to
a higher level...accident prevention.

Most often, loss of control is compounded by a vehicle's inability to recover
or to cope with a hazardous road surface. The TORSEN Traction Differential
increases the margin of safety by improving a vehicle's capability to manage
unexpected road conditions. ln addition, T0RSEN works continuously,
providing a more stable and controllable driving platform, which could help to
reduce the chance of a potential accident before it can occur.

equal. Unexpected
conditions can be
encountered with-
out warning,
leaving little
or no tine to
nanage the
situation.

# Managing Power
and Traction

Optimum driving conditions are achieved when
100% of an engine's power can be utilized to propel
a vehicle. Power alone, however, does not drive a
vehicle. Friction between the driven tires and the
road surface (traction), converts the engine's
horsepower into forward motion. Since a vehicle is
not always driven in a straight line androad surfaces
are not always ideal, to achieve ma<imum traction
at alltimes, power (torque) has to be managed from
wheel to wheel. This balancing or juggling of power
to maintain optimum traction is known as traction
control.

Many traction systems are reactive in nature,
controlling traction by reducing power to the
wheels. TORSEN, on the other hand, provides trac-
tion management with maximum available powel
making it a more effective traction control system.
And, unlike conventional limited-slip differential tech-
nologies, the T0RSEN Traction Differential is a "live"

continuous-duty system, there is no slip or lag
time. lnstead, direct power (torque) is instantly
transferred to the wheel with the mosttraction. Fur-
thermore, there are no clutches to wear out. Engi-
neered to endure, TORSEN Traction Differential units
will provide effective traction controlforthe life of
the vehicle.

Maintaining the perfect balance of power and
traction makes a substantial difference in the overall
performance and safe handling of a vehicle.
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Variable Driving Gbnditions
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Traction is
thecapability ot
awheelto provide
controllable lorward
motion.

Spinning wheels
resu lt in unco ntro llab le
motion or no lomtard
motion and wasted
en eryy, th ereby red u c in g
tuel eeonomy and
stability.

I0RSEN Prouides lmproueil lateral
Traction anil Stability.

TORSEN's unique ability to instantly manage power and traction
results in excellent longitudinaltraction and lateral stability. Not only
does the vehicle benefit from full time traction management,
T0RSEN's efficient use of traction also enhances the vehicle's over-
all performance. Output from the engine is effectively managed
throughout the power curve to continuously deliver the most horse-
power to the road. This extra power improves acceleration and can
make a remarkable difference in critical maneuvers such as high
speed passing: a potentially dangerous moment when total traction
control and maximum horsepower are an absolute necessity. lt only
takes a split second to lose control...T0RSEN's instantaneous re-
sponse helps to provide an extra measure of preventive safety.
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Hour I0RSEN ltacti0n Dilfetcntials Worlt
The T0RSEN Traction Differential is designed to outperform conventional differ-

entials. lt is an advanced and highly efficient traction control system engineered to
effectively manage power (torque) distribution and traction management. Unlike
limited-slip differentials, the T0RSEN Traction Differential has no clutches to slip or
wear out, Instead, it is an on-demand, torque-sensing, torque-biasing system. The
driven axles are directly coupled through patented INVEX'" (T1), E0UVEX' gZ; or
Planetary Helical (T3) gears allowing multi-function capabilities in one integral unit.
Torque transmission, torque-biasing and differentiation, essential functions for ef-
fective traction control, are performed simultaneously, all in one compact unit. For

...r center applications, front or rear biased torque splits are also possible. Because it is
a solid, no-slip geared system, the TORSEN differential will perform for the life of
the vehicle.

Differential
Slipping speed-
sensing syslem
creates no
forward lractive

Satisfactory tor yesterday's vehicles, speed
sensing, limited-slip ditterentials rely on wheel
spin to engage. This creates undeshable lag
time and a temporary ioss of traclion.

Advanced T0BSEN traction delivers solid,
direct torque (rotational torce) Io the wheels
wrth the most traction, maintaining continuous
control for better vehicle pertormance.

I0RSEN Enhanoes ABS and Electronic Traction Gontrol $ystems
All Speed Sensing System
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SPEEB SENSING
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SPEED SENSING
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$LIP BEFORE
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In a double speed sensing
sys tem (LSD used w i th
ABS/[CS) both systems de-
pend on speed sensing to acti-
vate, resulting in a temporary
loss of traction. lt's a less than
desirable mix of old LSD tech-
nology with modern electron-
ics: a redundant configuration
where each system is inde-
pendent of the other and does
not enhance the othels traction
control capabilites in any way.

TCS is a reference to
Traction Control Svstem

TORSEN With ABS/TCS The TORSEN Traction Differ-
ential is a rugged clutch-free
system that works instantly.
There is no lag time or wheel
slip as in old LSD technology. In
addition, it is a fulltime, contin-
uous-duty unit, bearing the
brunt of the traction manage-
ment work while ABSffCS kick
in only under extreme condi-
tions. Each system enhances
the other, providing increased
longevity, assuring continuous
and reliable longterm perfor-
mance.
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REDUNDANT DOUBLE.SLIP SYSTEM
ONE SYSTEM DOES NOT
ENHANCE THE OTHER
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# Flexible OEM Applications
TORSEN Traction Differentials are available for OEM applications as front, rear

or center drive systems for either two wheel or four/all wheel drive chassis.
ZEXEL T0RSEN has the expertise, and the research and engineering facilities to
design, test and manufacture a custom unit that will conform to virtually any
specific OEM application and torque bias requirements.
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